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INTRODUCTION

In the past few decades, there has been a rise in the incidence of cancer worldwide, accounting 
for 208.3 million DALY in 2015. It can mainly be attributed to population aging, population 
growth and increasing incidence of risk factors. According to the WHO, prostate cancer (PCa) is 
the second most common cancer in men and fourth most common cancer overall.[1,2]

Earlier, the prevalence of PCa in India was thought to be low, but due to changing lifestyles, 
migration of population to urban areas, increased awareness and easy access to medical facilities; 
there has been an increase in the cases diagnosed.[3] The reported incidence of PCa in Indian 
population is 2.6 with a mortality rate of 2.0.[4]

ABSTRACT
Objectives: Skeletal scintigraphy is most sensitive modality for detection of bone metastases in prostate cancer 
(PCa). Bone scintigraphy (BS) is currently not recommended for staging of PCa patients with serum prostate 
specific antigen (S.PSA) <10 ng/ml or in low-risk group (NCCN 2021, EAU-EANM-2020). This study aims to 
establish cutoff of S.PSA levels to predict metastatic bone disease in newly diagnosed treatment naive patients 
with carcinoma Prostate, in Uttarakhand region, India.

Materials and Methods: We retrospectively reviewed 105 treatment naïve PCa patients referred to Nuclear 
Medicine Department, All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Rishikesh, for BS. We assessed association between 
S.PSA levels (performed within 6  weeks of imaging), Gleason Score (GS)/International Society of Urological 
Pathology (ISUP) grading and metastatic disease diagnosed on BS.

Results: A total of 105 patients were included in this study with an average age of 69 ± 9.4 years (42–87 years). 
Out of 105 patients, 62 (59%) were positive and 43 (41%) patients were negative on BS for skeletal metastasis. 
According to S.PSA levels, patients were divided into five subgroups. On subgroup analysis, most of the patients 
with S.PSA of >100 were positive for metastasis on BS (83.7%) but a significant number of patients with S.PSA<10 
were also positive for skeletal metastasis (46%–7/15) on BS.

Conclusion: In current patient population, a high incidence of bone metastasis is noted even at low S.PSA 
levels and in low-risk groups. Hence, BS can be considered in carcinoma prostate patients even with PSA levels 
<10 ng/ml. Although, other parameters such as GS/ISUP grading, pathological grade and clinical stage should 
also be considered and individualised risk adapted strategy to be followed for initial staging.
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PCa is the fifth leading cause of cancer death in men 
worldwide.[1] Mortality is high in patients with advanced 
stages of cancer. In advanced cases, incidence of skeletal 
metastasis is 65–75%. According to SEER database analysis of 
3857 men with metastatic PCa, patients with bone metastasis 
have 1.5  times higher probability of death as compared to 
men with lymph node involvement only.[5] Up to 14% of PCa 
patients have bone metastasis at the time of presentation.[6]

Once diagnosis of metastatic PCa is made, the main focus 
of management changes from treatment of primary to the 
treatment of metastasis and prevention of skeletal-related 
events (SREs). Early detection of bone metastasis becomes 
crucial in patient management,[7] as quality of life and overall 
survival of the patients can be improved with the use of 
newer agents, such as the receptor activator of nuclear factor 
kappa B ligand inhibitor, Denosumab and bisphosphonates 
as they prevent SREs, especially when initiated early.

At present, available investigations to detect bone metastasis 
include computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance 
imaging, bone scintigraphy (BS) and positron emission 
tomography (PET)/CT. 99mTc-MDP BS is most widely 
available option for initial screening of skeletal metastases in 
PCa. Most commonly used tracers for BS include 99m Tc-
MDP (methylene diphosphonate) [Figure  1] and 99  m Tc-
HDP (hydroxymethylene diphosphonate).[8] 99mTc-MDP is 
administered intravenously, which gets rapidly chemisorbed 
onto the hydroxyapatite crystals of the osseous matrix. About 
50% of administered radiotracer remains bound to the osseous 
matrix and rest is cleared mainly by the kidneys. MDP uptake is 
usually seen at the sites of osteoblastic activity and it is greater 
at the sites of active osteogenesis, than at the normal mature 
bone.[9,10]

Bone scan can detect altered metabolic activity much 
earlier than CT. Other advantages of BS over radiological 
modalities include its ability to screen the entire skeleton 
at low cost. Furthermore, it has higher sensitivity than 
skeletal radiography and serum alkaline phosphatase, for the 
detection of skeletal metastasis.[11]

At present, management of the patients with PCa is based 
on changes in serum prostate specific antigen (S.PSA) levels 
and presence of visceral or distant metastasis. BS helps in 
predicting the clinical stage of disease and treatment planning.

The incidence of bone metastasis is ~2% in patients with PSA 
<10 and 16% in those with PSA >20. It has been reported 
that the yield of BS is low in asymptomatic patients with PSA 
<10 and Gleason score (GS) <7; therefore, routine BS is not 
recommended in this subgroup of patients for initial staging. 
Bone metastasis can also be correlated with GS. Only 5% of 
patients with GS <6, whereas 30% with GS of >7 have been 
reported to have bone metastasis.[12] Bone metastasis is also 
more common in patients with high International Society of 

Urological Pathology (ISUP) grades than in patients with low-
ISUP grades.

According to current NCCN guidelines, BS is not 
recommended in patients with PSA <10. However, importance 
of early identification of bone metastasis has been supported 
by the RADAR group and European guidelines.[7,11,13,14] In 
our study, we have retrospectively correlated the presence or 
absence of bony metastasis on BS in patients with PCa with 
age, PSA levels and GS in population of Uttarakhand.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We retrospectively reviewed treatment naïve PCa patients 
referred to the Department of Nuclear Medicine, A.I.I.M.S, 
Rishikesh, India, for BS. Patients with histologically proven 
PCa and S.PSA levels done within 6  weeks of BS were 
included in the study. The patients who had received any type 
of treatment affecting serum PSA levels such as hormonal 
therapy, chemotherapy, radiotherapy or surgical procedures 
such as orchidectomy and radical prostatectomy were 
excluded from the study.

We have assessed association between S.PSA levels (performed 
within 6 weeks of imaging), GS and metastatic disease on BS.

Data analysis

Statistical analysis was done using the Chi-square test 
and logistic regression analysis was used to compare the 
independent variable (PSA) and BS findings, by a statistical 
software (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, 
version 26) and P < 0.05 is considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

A total of 105  patients referred for 99mTc MDP BS at 
A.I.I.M.S., Rishikesh, diagnosed with PCa and fulfilling our 
inclusion criteria were included in the study. The mean age 
of the study population was 69 ± 9.4  years (42–87  years). 
The GS ranged from 4 to 10 with a mean value of 8.0. Out of 
105  patients, 62  (59%) were positive and 43  (41%) patients 
were negative on BS for skeletal metastases.

In both the groups, no significant difference was seen 
with age (P-value: 0.56) [Table  1]. However, PSA levels 

Figure 1: Chemical structure of 
99m Tc MDP.
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correlated significantly with the presence of bone metastasis 
(P-value: 0.003). Association with S.PSA, GS as well as ISUP 
grade with skeletal metastasis was evaluated. According to 
PSA levels, patients were divided into four groups: (I) Serum 
PSA <10 (n = 15), (II) Serum PSA >10 but <20 (n = 17), (III) 
Serum PSA 20–100 (n = 30) and (IV) Serum PSA value >100 
(n = 43). Skeletal metastasis was present in 46.6%, 23.5%, 
50% and 83.7% of patients in subgroups  I, II, III and IV, 
respectively [Table 2].

Group analysis revealed that patients with high-PSA levels 
had more chances of being positive for metastases on 
BS. On logistic regression analysis, although higher risk 
of bone metastasis (OR = 1.013, 95% CI = 1.004–1.022) 
is seen in patients with higher PSA levels, a significant 
percentage (46%) of patients with S.PSA <10 also showed 
skeletal metastases on BS. Logistic regression analysis did 
not yield significant results on, association of GS (P-value: 
0.613) or patients age (P-value: 0.803) with bone metastasis 
[Table 3].

Patients were also classified into three sub-groups, based on 
the GS. Patients with GS of >7 had higher risk of metastasis 
(64.2%) than those with GS of 7  (58.3%) or <7  (35.7%). 
However, this relationship was not statistically significant in 
our study population (P-value: 0.34) [Table 4 and Figure 2].

Based on histopathology, patients were assigned different 
grades as per ISUP grading of PCa. Incidence of bone 
metastasis on BS showed positive correlation with ISUP 
grade, though it was not statistically significant in our study 
(P-value: 0.311) [Table 5].

DISCUSSION

BS is considered as the investigation of choice for screening, 
due to its higher sensitivity compared to radiological 
investigations and its ability to screen whole of skeleton in a 
single study. At present, BS is recommended only in patients 
with intermediate to high risk of metastasis. However, its 
use in low-risk groups is a matter of debate, particularly 
in Asian population. Many recent studies [Table  6] have 
reported higher rate of skeletal metastasis even at lower 
PSA levels in Asian population.[15-22] The incidence of 
metastatic PCa is about 1.7–11.9 but varies widely from 
region to region.[23]

Table 1: Age distribution of patients.

Age 40–50 50–60 60–70 70–80 >80

No. of Patients 1 13 38 34 19

Table 2: S. PSA distribution and metastasis on BS.

PSA value (ng/ml) <10 
(n=15)

10–20 
(n=17)

20–100 
(n=30)

>100 
(n=43)

Patients with skeletal 
metastasis on BS (%)

7 (46.6) 4 (23.5) 15 (50) 36 (83.7)

S. PSA: Serum prostate specific antigen, BS: Bone scintigraphy.

Table 3: Logistic regression analysis of bone metastases with 
serum PSA levels, Gleason’s score, ISUP grade and age.

Variables P-value

PSA 0.003
HPE 0.613
Age 0.803
ISUP grade 0.311
PSA: Prostate specific antigen, ISUP: International Society of Urological 
Pathology

Table 4: Correlation between Gleason score and bone metastasis.

Gleason’s score Metastasis  
present (%)

Metastasis  
absent (%)

<6 (n=14) 5 (35.7) 9 (64.3)
7 (n=24) 14 (58.3) 10 (41.7)
>8 (n=67) 43 (64.2) 24 (35.8)

Table 5: Correlation between Gleason’s score, ISUP grade group 
and bone metastasis.

Risk group ISUP grade 
group

Gleason 
score 

No. of 
patients

Metastasis 
present (%)

Low Grade 
Group 1

<6 14 5 (35.7)

Intermediate 
Favourable

Grade 
Group 2

7 (3+4) 10 5 (50)

Intermediate 
Unfavourable

Grade 
Group 3

7 (4+3) 14 9 (64.2)

High Grade 
Group 4

8 20 14 (70)

High Grade 
Group 5

9–10 47 29 (61.7)

ISUP: International Society of Urological Pathology

Table 6: Incidence of reported bone metastasis in low-PSA 
patients in Asian countries.

Study Number 
of patients

PSA  
(ng/ml)

Bone metastasis 
positive

Number %

Ito et al. (2000) 303 <10 13/36 36.1
Yang et al. (2009) 77 <20 5/27 19.2
Sanjaya et al. (2013) 358 <20 25/90 27.7

<10 10/42 23.8
Sharma et al. (2017) 89 <10 8/32 25

11–20 2/9 22.5
Bhargava et al. (2018) 85 <20 11/31 35.48
Singh et al. (2019) 68 <20 5/17 29.4
Das et al. (2021) 45 <20 1/5 25
PSA: Prostate specific antigen
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Figure 2: Number of patients with bone metastasis with respect to 
Gleason’s score.

The most common site of distant metastasis is bone and is 
usually associated with poor prognosis. In the literature, the 
prognosis of PCa has been widely studied and prognosis 
remains grave across all the studies.[24-26] The survival rates for 
1 and 5 years were approximately 47% and 3%, respectively, 
for patients with metastatic PCa at initial diagnosis, as 
reported by Nørgaard et al., compared to 5-year survival rate 
of 100% for localised disease.[27] The striking difference in 

overall survival makes early diagnosis of metastatic PCa, of 
utmost important.

The most common tumour marker used for screening of 
PCa and follow-up of patients with PCa is serum PSA levels. 
Oesterling et al.[28] were the first to address the possibility 
of serum PSA levels being able to predict BS results. They 
concluded that omitting BS for PSA <10  ng/ml, was a safe 
option.

There are many investigations available to detect metastasis 
in PCa including 18-F NaF PET/CT, 68-Ga PSMA PET/CT 
and 18-F-FDG PET/CT scan. These new targeted tracers can 
detect metastatic PCa with higher sensitivity and specificity 
than radiological investigations and conventional BS. 
However, due to their limited availability and higher cost, 
99mTc-MDP bone scan is still considered as an investigation 
of choice for detection of skeletal metastasis.

According to American Urological Association (AUA) 
and the European Association of Urology (EAU), BS is 
recommended only in patients in intermediate to high-risk 
groups with PSA ≥10  ng/ml, even in patients with well-
differentiated tumours; however, BS can safely be omitted in 
low-risk category with PSA <10 ng/ml.[29,30]

Figure 3: 99mTc-MDP Bone scintigraphy done for initial staging in a recently diagnosed case of 
prostate cancer, showing multiple skeletal metastasis. This patient had S.PSA of <10 ng/ml and a 
Gleason’s score of 7, at the time of imaging.
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There are notable differences in the incidence rates and 
stage, at initial presentation among different geographical 
regions worldwide. Hence, guidelines based on data from 
Western nations cannot be indiscriminately applied to Asian 
countries.[31,32] At initial presentation, poorly differentiated 
carcinoma is more common in Asian population and about 
twice the number of patients present with GS >8 when 
compared to Western population.[15-17]

In India, the incidence of PCa has increased in the past 
decade considerably and there is constant debate whether BS 
should be used in all patients indiscriminately. Many studies 
have shown an increased risk of metastatic disease in Indian 
population even at the lower PSA levels [Figure 3].[15,17,21]

Our study also showed similar trend with a total of about 
59% (62/105) of patients had bone metastasis. On subgroup 
analysis, patients with PSA level >100 had significantly high 
risk of metastasis on BS (83.7%) but a considerable number 
of patients with S.PSA <10 were also positive for skeletal 
metastases (46%) on BS. Risk predictability correlated more 
with PSA levels than GS (P = 0.003 vs. 0.347).

The limitations of the present study include small sample 
size and selection bias, because data are collected from a 
tertiary care centre. Patients would have been referred here, 
at advanced stage of the disease and, therefore, had higher 
chances of having metastatic disease.

CONCLUSION

Considering our findings, we hereby conclude that, for 
primary staging in PCa, the recommendation for bone 
scan could possibly be modified, because a high incidence 
of metastasis is seen, even with lower PSA levels in our 
population. Serum PSA levels along with other risk factors 
like Gleason’s score, ISUP grade, age, presence of symptoms 
should also be considered prior to selecting patients for 
skeletal screening with bone scintigraphy. International 
(EAU/AUA), clinical management guidelines for initial 
staging for metastases should be considered with caution, 
particularly in Asian population to avoid under staging in 
PCa. Individualized risk adapted strategy to be considered 
for initial screening of skeletal metastasis in prostate cancer.
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